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lt is a common practice to use wind speeds at hub height in determiningwind turbine power
curves. Although the possible influenceof other variables (suchas turbulence and wind shear)
is generally neglected in power curve measurements, we discoveredthe importanceof other variables
in an analysis of power curves for three 2.5 MW wind turbines. When the power curves were strati-
fied by turbulence intensity,the observed power output for a given hub-heightwind speed
increased substantiallywith turbulenceintensity. Such a large sensitivityto turbulencewas
not expected, and further analyses were conducted to determine if other factors accompanyingthe
change in turbulence level could cause or contribute to the observed sensitivityof the power
curves to turbulence.

In summary, the sensitivityof the observed power curves was largelydue to two factors:
i) an actual sensitivityto turbulencein determining the power curve and 2) the deviation of the
disk-averagedvelocity from the hub-heightvelocity under low turbulence conditions that were most
prevalent at the site• An examinationof the wind shear profiles over the height of the rotor disk
revealed that low turbulence conditionswere characterized by strong shear in the lower half of
the rotor disk and weak or negative shear in the upper half.

Implicationsof this analysis are that significanterrors in power curve measurementscan
result if the effects of wind shear and turbulence are ignored.

I. INTRODUCTION 2. DATA ANALYSIS

A wind turbine power curve is defined here as Analysis of these data (3) showed that the
the observed power output of a wind turbine plotted prevailingstrong winds (>6 m/s) at the site were
against a wind speed, measured on a tower located predominantly from the west, and wind directions
in the vicinity of the wind turbine. Standards were between 250° and 310° more than 704 of the
documents (i,2) are available that provide recom- '_ime. Thus, turbine I and the PNL tower were fre-
mended methods for performingsuch power curve mea- quently in the wake of turbines 2 and 3 (see Fig. I).
surements, lt is common practice to use wind speeds For the prevailing westerly wind directions,the
at hub height for power curve measurements. The

possible influence of other variables (such as tur...... %.,"L,=_"_ " ......--_,i _¢C_.-_""' " '" """I
bulence and wind shear)has generally been neglected ._r__"'-_,_r......_.u-'-L'::i...."""_S'-"_ZI"'""'"i"'{'"_"°'""";'",X_"....in power curve measur.,nents.The importanceof --,_ ..'" ,-..... . ,-- _,',_ _._;_ .,'..",

other variables, however, was discovered in an -'_-""".,'"'"........." ..- :_,t_/'iI "/.I:/ ,,I

analysis of the power curves for three 2.5-I_f_I_E)D-2 _'_,iiiI _,_ /' !..-_':}!::2_}u..I_\_-_'_:"'1 !

I
wind turbines _, ""., ",, _Tur ,;.....",,• , ,/' !

The wind turbines were operatingat the Goodnoe _ _ ,} ..: C ...._ _Turbine 1
Hills site in Washington State. The three machines "-," ,._ ," .-" : I

_j--I _ ," ,.'". BPA Tower • PNL Towerwere located on a relativelyflat and broad ridge, ..., _ .' ,,,,,, ....

as shown in Fig. I. The hub height of the MOD-2 was _. W=Turbine 3 _iiiitliiiiiii

61 m (200 ft) and the rotor diameterwas 91 m (300 ," .
ft). The three wind turbines were installed in a / "......
triangularpattern w_th s_acings of approximately : '_c_o
5 7 and 10 rotor diameters (D) betweenmachines. : "

Wind speed and direction and other meteorological '_ -'"......."" _ . _ '"'
data were collected at various levels on two meteo- :. .."-;;_;.'"";--'_'"'-:_;;; ;
rological towers: a 6_-m tower operated by the
BonneviIle Power Administration (BPA)and i07-m F--]Trees,MostlyScab Oak _---_I00m
tower operated by PNL. A centralizeddata logging
system monitored data collected from both the meteo- _ Grove_ofPineandJunlperTrees

: rological towers and the three wind turbines. The
data recorded were 1-min averages and standard devi- Fig. I: Goodnoe Hills site showing locationsof

i ations based on 1-s samples, collected from April the wind turbines and meteorological
to October of 1985. towers



BPA tower was not influencedby the wind turbine effects of additional factors as weil. Two of the
wakes; therefore, it served as the upwind tower for most recent,comprehensivestudie_ on power curve
measurementof the ambientwind conditions. Wind measurements identifiedwere the Ris6 report,
speed data collectedat the 59-m level of the BPA "Accuracy of Power Curve Measurements" (4), and the
tower were used for the power curve measurements, paper by Frandsen, "On Uncertainties in Power Per-
Wind directionsbetween 240° and 320° were used, formance Measurements" (5). These two documents
because the BPA tower and wind turbines 2 and 3 were include discussionsof the work by numerous other
completely free of turbine wake influencesat these investigators. First, we examined existing infor-
directions. For turbine I, power data were used mation on the effects of turbulenceon power curves.
only from periods when the turbine was free of wake
influencesfrom an upwind turbine. 3. EFFECTSOF TURBULENCEON POWER CURVES

The average power output at each wind turbine The potential effectsof turbulence on wind
was first examined as a function of wind speed only, turbine power curves are discussed in the Ris6 report

then the power curves were stratified as a function (4), where it is concluded that the power curve could
of turbulence intensity. (Turbulenceintensityis depend on turbulence,but little is Known about the
defined here as the standard deviation of the 1-s power curve change with turbulence. However, the
samples of wind speed for a 1-min averagedivided Ris6 report recommends that power curve measurements
by the mean speed for the same period.) When the at a test site include a measure of the turbulence
power curves were stratifiedby turbulence inten- level to pe_it a possible correction to the power
sity, the resultswere startling. For a given wind curve in estimating the power production at a dif-
speed, the mean power output at each wind turbine ferent site, which may have considerablydifferent
increasedsubstantiallywith turbulence intensity, turbulence levels than the test site. A method for
Fig. 2 shows the power curves stratified by turbu- precisely estimating the change in the power curve
fence intensityfor turbine 2, based on about 577 with turbulencecould not be recommended.
hours of data from the period June I through
August 31, 1985. The differences in power output However, a simple method exists for estimating
between lowest and highest turbulence intensitywere an upper bound of the increase in power due to tur-
generally in the range of 300 to 400 kW for wind bulence effects. If it is assumed that power, P
speeds between 7 and 13 m/s. For turbines i and 3, is proportionalto the cube of the wind speed, u_,
these large differences in the power output with then the average power can be estimated by
turbulence intensitywere also observed and were

very similar to those for turbine 2. [ ( )2]
= P(u) I + 3 Z . (i)

3000 7

o =T, oooo-oo5o. _2_ I P(u) is the power in the mean wind and ali is the

o =.r,:o,o_o-o:too_: _91_ I turbulence intensity. Because the power output from2500 ___.._.___ ._ _ real wind turbines does not vary as uJ, but rather

_/_,/_._/__yp_ ' varies as uk where k < 3_zand for other important
. reasons, the term 3(_/u) represents an estimate of

2000 /Z_7 the upper bound of the fractional increase in power. due to turbulence effects. Actual increases in
_z_/i'_ZJv power due to turbulencecould be considerablyless

150o //_ than this upper bound.
=m ! • In the power curves in Fig. 2, the highest tur-, //,_ bulence intensity bin is 0.15 to 0.30, with a median
= 1000 of 0.225. For this turbulence intensity,the per-

rF cent increase in power due to turbulence is esti-mated (i.e., the upper bound) to be 15_. For the
500 _ lowest turbulence intensitybin of 0.00 to 0.05,

the estimated increase in power due to turbulence
is insignificant (<0.5_),which indicates the power

0 ....... L ..... _ , , . at this low turbulence level is essentiallythe same.... as that in the mean wind.
5 10 15

To estimate the turbulence increase when the
WindSpood(mls) turbine has its greatest aerodynamic efficiency,

Fig. 2: Power curves stratified by turbulence we use the wind speed at which the turbine's power
intensity,based on BPA tower hub-height coefficient is at a maximum, which occurs at about
winds (1-min averages) 10 m/s for the MOD-2. At this wind speed, the

observed increase in power due to turbulence is about
Faced with these surprising results--thesensi- _or 33_. Therefore,the observed increase

tivity of the observed power curves to turbulence-- (33_) is _luchlarger than the upper bound estimated
we formulatedsome questions in an effort to find above (15_).
possible explanations. Are such large increases
in power output possible from the effects of turbu- 4. SEARCHING FOR THE SOURCE OF THE ERROR IN THE
lence alone? If not, then how much of an increase POWER CURVES
is expected due to turbulence effects? What is the
source of the error causing the large sensitivity In an effort to isolate the cause of the large
of the observed power output with turbulence error in the power curve sensitivityto turbulence
intensity? intensity,we conducted further analyses to deter-

mine if other factors accompanyingthe change in
In an effort to answer these questions, we turbulence level could cause or contribute to the

reviewed studies by other investigatorsfor relevant large sensitivity to turbulence. The Ris6 report
informationon the effects of turbulenceon wind (4) examined many possible sources of error in power
turbine power output and also informationon the curve measurements. The report identifiedthree main
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error groups: i) machine conditions and power sensor turbulence: standard deviation of wind speed and
errors, 2) wind sensor errors, and 3) representa- standard deviation of wind direction. Similar
tiveness of measured wind speed. The third group resultswere obtained; that is, power output
was determined to be the biggest source of error, increased substantiallyas the level of turbulence
This group includes terrain effects, turbulence increased.
effects, and statis_ iI effects• Terrain effects
were considered to constitute the largest potential 4.4 E_ffectsof Different Measurement Locations
source of error, Here, terrain effects have to do and Sensors
with how well the wind speed at the reference ane-
mometer representsthe wind speed at the turbine. From the analysis of the power curves based
Statistical effects includedata sampling rates, on the wind data measured at the BPA tower, no
averaging times, and binningmethods, explanationcoul.,be found for the large sensitivity

of the power curves to turbulence. Therefore,we
Since terrain effects were determinedto be shifted our focus from the BPA tower to the PNL

the most likely cause for such a large error in the tower. Although the PNL tower was in the wake of
observed power curve sensitivityto turbulence,we either turbine 2 or turbine 3 for much of the wind
decided to.focus our initialattention on terra'In direction sector of 240° to 320° used in the analysis
effects• The possible e#fectsof machine condi/- of the power curves,we observed that the PNL tower
tions, power sensor errors, and wind sensor ery,ors was free of wake influencesin the wind direction
were difficult to evaluate and, based on previous sector of 265° to 285° (6). Sufficientnon-wake data
studies (4,5)iwere consideredto be minor in.com- were available (about365 hours) from the PNL tower
parison to terrain effects, to permit an analysis of the power curves stratified

by turbulence intensity,based on wind data from
4.1 Terrain Effects ' ' the 61-m (hub-height)level of the PNL tower. These

, power curves were compared with those previously
At the Goodnoe Hills site, terrain effects on produced using wind data from the BPA tower. This

the spatial variabilityof the wind flow have been comparison of the power curves, based on wind data
analyzed from data collected at a height of 32 m at from two towers located about 700 m apart, allowed
7 portable towers, in addition to the BPA and PNL us the opportunity to evaluate not only the effect
towers (6)• These data indicatedthat the mean wind of the different measurement sites on the power
speeds, averaged over all wind directions,were uni- curws but also the effect of different types of
form across the site; largestdifferenceswere less measurement sensors, The wind instrumentationon
than 54. However, considerablespatial variability the BPA tower was a BelfortAerovane with a distance
was observed when the wind data were stratifiedby constant of 4.6 m, whereas the wind instrumentation
wind direction,and we discoveredthat most of this on the PNL tower was a Climatronicscup and vane
variabilitywas caused by changes irlsurface rough- system with a distance constant of 2.4 m.
ness. Therefore, it was initiallysuspected that
the sensitivityof the power curves to turbulence Fig. 3 shows the power curves for turbine 2
could be possibly caused by differences in wind speed stratified by turbulence intensityusing the PNL
and turbulence with directionat the turbine and tower hub-height wind data for wake-free directions.
BPA to_ver,although these effectsappeared to be These power curves also show the large sensitivity
minimal at hub-height level, However, when the power to turbulence, as the power output is substantially
curve data were stratified by wind direction, the greater at high turbulence intensitiesthan at low
sensitivityof the power curves to turbulencewas turbulence intensities. Insufficientdata were
still observed for a given wind direction, Thus, available for the highest turbulence bin (0.15-
it was evident that the flow variabilitywith direc- 0.30), which occurred less than I_ of the time.
tion was not the major factor responsible for the Measured turbulence intensitiesat the hub-height
sensitivityof the power curves to turbulence, level of the PNL tower were, on the average, about

10 to 15_ lower than those measured at the hub-height
4.2 Effects of Averaging Time

-- 3000

Another potentialerror source examined was
o - TI, 0000- 050 NI I_707

the effect of different averagin_ times on the power o =_: o.o5o-g.iooN,_o_
"_"__ _;iOb_'_,__ _" ........................

curve sensitivityto turbulence intensity. We com- 2500 ......--._-__,_:_..____.]pared the results of i-, 5-, and 10-min averaging

/-Jtimes. (The IEA has reco_ended the use of lO-min

averaging times). Because turbulence intensitygen- _ 2000
erally increaseswith the lengthof the averaging ._
time, it is not possible to get a true comparison
using the same classes of turbulence intensity. For
example, using 1-min averages, turbulence intensity _ 15o0
values greater than 0.I occurred 23_ of the time; _
however, using 10-min averages, turbulence intensi-

ties greater than 0.1 occurred more than 50_ of the _ 1000
time. The comparisonof the power curves for the

three different averaging times did not show any i_ _''/''__

significantdifferences. For a 10-min averaging
time, the power curve change with turbulence inten- 500
sity was only slightly less than that for a 1-min
averaging time.

0 -_- t 1............ _-1_............
4.3 Effects of Different Measures of Turbulence 5 10 15

Although we expected a similar behavior of the WindSpeed(m/s)
sensitivityof the power curve to turbulence for
other measures of atmosphericturbulence (besides Fig. 3: Power curves stratifiedby turbulence
turbulence intensity),we neverthelessexamined the intensity, based on PNL tower hub-height
power curves stratifiedby two other measures of winds (1-min averages)
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' level of the BPA tower'. Whether this difference in and 10-min averaging times, and the results were
the measured turbulence intensitiesis real or similar to those for 1-min averaging times,
largelydue to the differences in response charac-
teristics of the sensors is not known. Fig. 5 shows the frequency distributionsof

the d_fference between hub-heightand disk-average
4.5 Effects of Disk-Averaqevs. Hub-Height wind speeds, stratified by turbulence intensity.

Velocities For low turbulence conditions, hub-height velocities
overestimatedisk-averagevelocities frequently by

Five levels of wind sensors spanning the height as much as i m/s or more. For high turbulence
of the rotor disk (15 m to 107 m) at the PNL tower conditions, hub-height velocities representdisk-
permitted the opportunityto examine the wind shear average velocities quite well, as the mean of the
profiles and to estimate the disk-averagevelocity, wind speed differences is near 0 m/s.
All wind sensors on the PNL tower were of identical

type as that used at the hub-height level• Wake- 30
free data from the wind direction sector 265o to 285° =Th0,000-0.050N: 2205 DIFIO.872i

were selected The disk-averagevelocity was -:_ ooso_oAoo_9_D_r_.4o9
' _ __" __,_ __)L'"

approximatedby the averageof the wind speeds for 25 ____._T}___].I.5_C__.__._LNTZrBI__._.%02_i_
the five height levels. Fig. 4 shows the power
curves, stratified by turbulenceintensity, for
turbine 2 using the disk-averagevelocities from
the PNL tower. In comparing Fig. 4 with Fig. 3, it -- 20 ..........................................................
is apparent that most of previous sensitivityof the
power curves to turbulence intensitywas caused by
the deviation of the hub-heightvelocity from the c 15 ,_
disk-averagevelocity at low turbulencei,ltensities
The power curves for high turbulence intensities
(0.I0-0.15)are nearly identicalfor hub-height and _
disk-averagevelocities,whereas the power curves 10

for low turbulence intensities (0.00-0.05)are sub- ...stantiallydifferent. For low turbulence intensi-
ties, the power output for disk-averagevelocities 5
is considerablygreater than that for hub-height

velocities,which indicates that hub-height veloci- , J_-_ i_,__ties overestimate disk-averagevelocities at low ....I,_.1,.,d
turbulence intensities (at this site), 0 ......... -'

-2.5-2-1.5-1-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5

5000 Speed Difference (m/s)

o ==T!_ri:o.ooo-o.OSOo:oso_o:mo,:":m_9_Boo Fig. 5: Frequency distributionsof hub-height
2500 _"_:_;t_"_" minus disk-averagewind speeds, as a

_----_.'_---__ / function of turbulence intensity(5-minaverages)
2000 Fig. 6 shows the mean wind shear profiles, over

the height of the rotor disk, stratifiedby turbu-
_ lence intensity measured at hub-heightlevel, lt

0

1500 • - is apparent that the mean wind shear profiles are
substantiallydifferent for low and high turbulence
intensities. Low turbulence conditionsare charac-
terized by strong shear in the lower half of the

I000

rotor disk and weak or negative shear in the upper
half. An examination of wind shear profiles for

500 F Goodnoe Hills (7) reveals that this shear profile

i_ occurs predominantly at night when low turbulence

conditions are most prevalent.

0 ......... _ ....... L______________ 5. CONCLUSIONS

5 10 15 A detailed analysis of the power curves,
WlndSpeed (m/s) determined from hub-heightwinds, for three large

wind turbines was performed to explain the large
Fig. 4: Power curves stratifiedby _urbulence sensitivityof the observed power curves to tur-

intensity,based on PNL tower disk- bulence. We discovered that this sensitivitywas
average wind speeds (1-minaverages) largelydue to two factors: I) an actual sensitivity

to turbulence in determining the power curve and
However, turbulenceeffects on the power curves 2) the deviation of the disk-averagedvelocity from

are still evident when disk-averagevelocities are the hub-height velocity under low turbulencecondi-
used, as is apparent in Fig. 4. For disk-average tions. These low-turbulenceconditionswere charac-
velocities,differences in power output between low terized by strong shear in the lower half of the
and high turbulence are mostly in the range of 100 rotor disk and weak or negative shear in the upper
to 150 kW (compared to differencesof 300 to 400 kW half of the rotor disk.
for hub-heightvelocities). The observed power
increase of 100 to 150 kW due to turbulence is more Implicationsare that significanterrors in
in agreement with the increase that would be esti- power curve measurements can result if effects of
mated from Equation (i). wind shear and turbulence are ignored. Hub-height

wind speed generally becomes less representative
The analysis of the power curves, based on of the disk-averagewind speed with increasing rotor

disk-averagevelocities,was also performed for 5-min diameter. Therefore, the potential for significant



120 to turbulence is more likely caused by wind shear
or by terrain e'ffects.

o = Th 0,000-0 050 Tr2:H.4

105 T_=:_,OSO-O,IO0T12,'_t.#. _.... ? _ These types of analyses would serve as further
"_"_?'6 _b_:_b" _? i6_ _ l
__Tg_'6T_'TT_-_T._ I : indicatorsto assess the accuracy of power curve
.... . t measurements, as well as their,applicabilityto
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